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If {o") is a sequence of

I'en:11

where { 1+4a

On periodic infinite radicals

complex numbers, the sequence {u"}, where

or+Y A,z +va,
is called an infinite rad,iaal. The numbers o, å,ro called the elements of the

infinite radical. Throughout this paper \/ a wilt mean that square root

whose real part is positive or zero. If a is a negative real number, \/;
will be defined to lie on the positive imaginary axis.

The convergence of infinite radicals with complex elements has been

investigated by the authors [3]. Unbounded conditional convergence regions
were developed by using the Stieltjes-Vitali Theorem for normal families
of functions in conjunction with a criterion given by Herschfeld [1] for
infinite radicals with positive real elements. A short historical survey and a
list of references to the literature on infinite radicals were included. Recently,
Myrberg [2] has considered infinite radicals from a different point of view.

The present paper deals with infinite radicals in which all elements are
equal, that, is, periodic infinite radicals of period one. Although many of the
results can be deduced from our earlier paper, the elementary proofs given
here are to be preferred for this special case because in them no function
theory is used. Moreover, the case of negative real elements, which was not
considered in the earlier study, is included here.

Theorem: Let a be any compler number. Then the i,nfi,ni,te rad'ical {u"},
where

u':1/i 
'

il^+t:\/o+u^, n:112,...,
conaerges, and,

,: - t'11/1aa"Imua ,
,t-+ OO 2

'is talcen 'in a,ccordance u)ith the aboae d,efinition.
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Proof: If Lirn u* exists, it must be a root of the equation

z2-z-a,-0,
since

Jry,n, 
::* "+";.

Let 1t and %* be the roots of this equation:

t+{L+4a n,* I {T+4eu: , 'uq -

For every z, write

ur: a, { ipn

and

(!-]jt!), rt :r\Ilj:!\

Since the prooffor the case a: - { is basically different from that for
other values of o, we shall consider this exceptional case last. For a * - *,
define

Ro: u" u

'?,co - 1,1,* '

We shall prove that lim Ao : 0, and it will then follow that lim u,o: 1tr.

From the uqo"tiJJr* '+@

u?^+t: unl a, %2 : t't, * &,'Ll,*Z : u* * a,

we have

u?"*r- ,ltz : 11o - qtr and u'"*, - 'lt*2 : %o - U* ,

Then

Ao+r 7ro11 - 'u %n - u*
R, : 

"*r-".' 
u" ;
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Case l(a): a nonreu,l,. If I (o) 2 0, it is clear bhat y,'1 >' 0' Also' for

eyery n, d^) 0 because all square roots will lie in the first quadrant, and

§ ^ 
) 0 since a finite number of root extractions of nonreal quantities cannot

yield a real number. Then

lä,o, I
tllB"l

-8,u, 
I
l:-

Rnl

Thus

It follows that

&n*1 +'i§**r* +*y*irl

aL:rtti2*:$tt:
l,trn+, * ul,

+ v1a ('n elements)

I/

By repeated use of the triangle inequality,

Ir"

ia'+r
r-lA,

Thus there exists e ) 0

and hence

?at

r 
(1 +{L+4w

that,

ia,*,
tA"

and therefore

,rit*": o.

If I(a) < 0, then a.,a1, | ) O, and §^.rr,, rl I 0, so that the above

proof is still applicable.

SUC

1l
,h
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Case I(b): a real,, a > - f,. In this case r7 - 0, but otherwise the
proof is the same as for Case l(a), since even though or : 0 when o ( 0,
a^) 0 for all n> L.

Casel(c): a real,, a,<- [. Here T:0, rl >0, d^>0 for n]1,
d" > 6 for all z. Then

(1)
Rn+t

Rn

We shall prove that there exists ä > 0 such that,

§" ) ä for every rL .

Rn _u" -:!! !'!1)
%o - G iril'

The locus of points z slrch that

z ui
r( k,

is the circumference and interior of a circle (see, for example, [a.], p. lg2)
with center

I .r+h?^t/+1";,.2 __r lJ: _= _

and radius

tc"t/ +1a;1
t-E -

Since, by equation (I), ä"+, < lc" for every n, each u,n lies iu or on the
circle

lz-'tLt_---__l" u*

Therefore, for every n,

tL+k? kL \

I kL L .,.---: \i-a a1 
\/ 4loi _- I '
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Hence there exists e ) 0 such that

Rn+r

Bn

Case 2: a : -- f. The preceding proof is not applicable, since

u:u*:i.
By equating real and imaginary parts in the equation

%2o+t:un-L,
we obtain

(i) o1+r-|i,'r:n^-*,
(ii) 2an+t §n+t: §^ .

X'irst, o, ) $ for all n ) 3. The proof is by induction.Tf an > |, then

e?*+r: §'"*r* q,- L> L.
Also, a, > å by direct computation.

Next, equation (ii) shows that

§^+r1§^, forall n)3.
Because of our definition of the square root of a negative real number,

it is clear lhat B" ) 0 for every n. Therefore limB" exists andisgreater

than or equal to zero. Let
f :,H*10"'

n'rom the equation
u?,+r* L:u^-ä,

we obtain
u^- +iln=t-i-- 

o*r11.

X'or all n ) 3, a^) ä. Hence

|u^nr* ål > t,
and

lu,+, - *1 < lu" - ål .

Then { 1"" - Ll} converges. Let

Q:krnlu,-+l .

Now {2"} has at least one limit point because it is a bounded sequence.

Every limit point of {u"} lies on the circle of radius g with center at }.
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But since lim B" : B, lhe only possible limit points of {u") are the points
n+6

of intersection of the line , : 0i and the circle l" - Ll : p. Call these
points P and Q. The real coordinate of one of them, say of P, is less than
or equal to $, while that of Q is greater than or equal to |.

Bnt since a^ { i for all n ) 3, Q is the only possible limit point of
{2"}. Therefore lim z, exists. As we pointed out at the beginning of the

n+@
proof of this theorem, if lim_an exists, it must be a root of

z2-z+ä:0.
Therefore §u": 

tr.
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